
New Jersey Hospital CEO Brings 
New Light to Office with Switch to
MaxLite’s LED Flat Panels  

The Challenges
After a recent promotion from chief operating officer, Warren Geller, president and CEO of Englewood Hospital and
Medical Center in Englewood, New Jersey, was transitioning to a new office space next to his current office. In addition
to new furniture and revamped interior decorating, Mr. Geller chose to upgrade the lighting in his office to better quality
and brighter LED alternatives. 

The Solution
To get advice about lighting in his new office, Mr. Geller
turned to long-time friend Yon Sung, president of MaxLite. In
place of the five existing basket-type fluorescent troffers with
two 32-watt lamps, Sung suggested Mr. Geller install the
company’s 60-watt 2’x4’ Direct Lit LED Flat Panel
Performance Series. 

After the fixtures were installed in his new office, Mr. Geller’s 
support staff asked if they, too, could have the LED products 
installed in their open office space to brighten it up. Mr. Geller
agreed and six additional 2’x2’ Direct Lit LED Flat Panels were
installed, replacing six fixtures with two 32-watt fluorescent
lamps each.
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MaxLite’s Direct Lit LED Flat Panels installed in the new office of Warren Geller, 
president and CEO of Englewood Hospital and Medical Center in Englewood, New Jersey

“After the long days I spent in my
previous office with the old
fluorescents, my eyes would be
tired by the end of the day
regardless of what I did. I wanted
better quality lighting that would no
longer strain my eyes when I moved
into my new office, and these
fixtures did the trick. When you
stand outside the offices and
compare the light, there is a night
and day difference. The room now
looks sun lit, warm and inviting.”

-- Warren Geller, President & CEO
Englewood Hospital and 

Medical Center

Pictured is Warren Geller’s former office with basket-type
fluorescent troffers
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The Benefits
The quality of lighting is now vastly improved. The fixtures
operate with fewer “hot” or “bright” spots, creating an
evenly illuminated and glare-free space that is more
appealing and user friendly for occupants.

Mr. Geller and his support staff said they are thrilled to
have the brighter lighting that no longer causes
headaches or eyestrain. 

MaxLite
MaxLite has been committed to providing energy efficient
lighting products for the last 20 years, and was one of the first
movers into LED technology in the industry. An ENERGY STAR®
Partner of the Year, MaxLite established the MaxLED® brand,
an extensive line of indoor and outdoor lighting fixtures
featuring innovative LED luminaires and lamps using the
latest state-of-the-art LED technology.

Yon Sung, president of MaxLite, and Warren Geller,
president and CEO of Englewood Hospital and Medical
Center, photographed in Mr. Geller’s new office

Pictured on the left are MaxLite’s 2’x2’ Direct Lit LED Flat Panels installed over support staff at
Englewood Hospital and Medical Center, while the right shows fluorescent basket-type troffers. 


